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• Participants & Design: 88 Texas Christian University undergraduate students
participated. Method of making flashcards (index cards or Quizlet) was
manipulated between-participants.
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3. In the physical condition, participants made flashcards with 3’ x 5’ index cards
4. Participants reported how often they make flashcards to study for material in
their classes, how often they make electronic flashcards, and how often they
make physical flashcards.
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Materials & Procedure

• Materials & Procedure:
1. Participants read a text and made flashcards over the content in the text
(Rawson & Kintsch, 2005).
2. In the electronic condition, participants made flashcards using Quizlet
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• One popular method of self-testing is by using flashcards
• 40% of students report using flashcards to study material (Karpicke, Butler, &
Roediger, 2009)
• There are many different tools available for creating flashcards
• Students can use electronic tools to make them (e.g., Quizlet, StudyBlue, Cram,
etc.) and can make cards on physical paper
• Students may use electronic and physical flashcard differently
• On one hand, electronic flashcards may produce more learning benefits because
learners are able to type information on a card more quickly
• On the other hand, physical flashcards may produce more learning benefits
because learners are writing higher quality information on a card to compensate
for time
• The present research: We examined whether there are differences in how
students create flashcards when using electronic tools versus physical index cards
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• Learners constructed more cards in the electronic condition relative to the
physical condition
• Learners in the electronic condition made more cards than did learners in the
physical condition
• Learners in the electronic condition spent more time making flashcards than did
learners in the physical condition
• The majority of participants report using flashcards to study for material in
classes, with more participants using electronic flashcards than physical
flashcards

Future Directions
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• Examine the quality of the information that participants put on flashcards
• Evaluate memory performance and if there is a learning benefit for one
flashcard type over the other
• Investigate whether examples of well constructed flashcards influences the
quality and quantity of flashcards
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